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constructive solutions

ABOUT
FOSROC INTERNATIONAL
Since the company’s beginnings over 80 years ago, Fosroc has developed into an
International leader in delivering Constructive Solutions for projects across a broad
range of market segments including transport, utilities, industrial and general
buildings.
Fosroc’s commitment to customer service and technical support is second to none.
We work closely with architects, structural engineers, contractors and owners to best
understand their requirements. Together we can develop a bespoke solution for a
construction project, adding value and becoming more than just a materials supplier,
but a solution provider.
Fosroc has an extensive network of offices and manufacturing locations across
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, India, North, South and East Asia, and is further
represented in other regions across the world by distributor and licensee partners.
Selecting from the full portfolio of Fosroc products and services and integrating
expert technical support, world class customer service and innovation, Fosroc goes
beyond just product selling to ensure that we partner with our customers to deliver
complete constructive solutions.

>>Admixtures
>>Adhesives
>>Protective Coatings
>>Concrete Repairs
>>Industrial Flooring

>>Grouts & Anchors
>>Joint Sealants
>>Surface Treatments
>>Grinding Aids
>>Waterproofing

FOSROC DELIVER SOLUTIONS
NOT JUST PRODUCTS
CAD Details

Project Specifications

Site Support

Seminar & Training

A library of standard
CAD details are
available, bespoke CAD
details can be created
for your specific project

Dedicated specification
managers on hand
to assist with correct
system choices and
tailored solutions

Expert product and
application support
made available from
our specialist teams.

Comprehensive
programme of
seminars and training
courses designed to
expand and reinforce
your knowledge.

PRECAST IS CHANGING THE
CONSTRUCTION LANDSCAPE

Construction with precast concrete is challenging and developing the way we think about concrete structures. Economies of
scale, high quality and durability are the drivers for change. As developers and designers join contractors and suppliers in the
endeavour to improve the construction industry, precast is frequently the answer.
Precast concrete means that structures can be constructed throughout the year, consistently driving down costs and
maintaining quality. Frequently it is a greener way to build and less disruptive to those around the site. Improvements and
innovations mean that buildings, bridges, tunnels, industrial structures and many more are using precast in part or in full
Those designing and building with precast look to use products with high quality and consistency, not just with the concrete
elements, but with the key components that make up the rest of the structure. That is why more and more people turn to
Fosroc. Fosroc’s products have been the byword for quality and consistency for over 80 years, making them the perfect
solution for contractors the world over. Fosroc’s admixtures, form release and curing agents are used throughout the readymix and precast market. Their construction products are perfectly adapted for the precast industry’s requirement for precision
and quality.

Leader in delivering
Constructive Solutions

Worldwide!
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SOLUTIONS FOR
ANCHORING & BONDING
Creating structural connections is an important part of any building project. Be it casting concrete or fixing precast elements,
Fosroc provides numerous chemical fixing solutions for a variety of applications.

FOSROC SOLUTIONS
Lokfix E Resin Anchors
Our Lokfix E products are styrene free, easy to use and
available in a wide range of chemical compositions:
•
•
•

Lokfix E75 Epoxy for heavy duty rebar connections and
fixings including internally threaded anchors
Lokfix E55 Vinylester for medium duty fixings and rebar
connections
Lokfix E35 Polyester for lighter duty fixings

Lokfix E products have been accredited to internationally
recognised EAD standards. Fosroc provides bespoke software
to aid designers.

SOLUTIONS FOR
BEDDING & JOINTING

Nitobond EP
An epoxy bonding agent for wet to dry surface casting. It and
is easy to apply by brush and even in warm climates has good
open time to improve working times on site.
Conbextra Cable Grout
Fosroc supplies Conbextra Cable Grout for post tensioned
cables, but it can be used for any narrow aperture. It has
been tested to meet recognised international standards,
achieving consistency of flow with control of bleeding under
pressure. Admixtures for cable grouting are also available.

Nitobond SBA
Fosroc’s segmental bridge adhesive for dry concrete bonding.
It has superior adhesion characteristics and its thixotropic
nature seals minor misalignments in surfaces creating a
watertight join.

Ensuring that the structure becomes a homogenous unit requires grouts and mortars that will ill the gaps without shrinking,
providing strength and support.
Whether vertical or horizontal, the sections require a very consistent material, with specific hold or flow for the intended
purpose. In numerous applications they are machine mixed and pump applied, though they can also be easily hand applied.
Achieving predictable and rapid early strengths is key to quick assembly and delivering projects to schedule.

FOSROC SOLUTIONS
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Conbextra GP
Fosroc’s most popular grout for jointing panels, especially
deck or floor sections. Conbextra GP’s flowable but robust
formulation means it can easily be transported and pumped
without fear of segregation and provides a very smooth final
finish.

Conbextra BM
Specifically created as a low slump mortar for bedding panels
and heavy elements, Conbextra BM can be shaped and has a
good open time to allow for adjustment. Approved for use in
public water supplies.

Conbextra PM
Designed specifically for pumping application on the vertical,
though it can be used on the floor too. Conbextra PM has
stability combined with high workability making it ideal for
large joints applied without slump. It can be trowelled to a
very smooth finish

Conbextra HF
A long-time industry favourite, this fluid grout can flow
long distances into narrow channels without segregating
or bleeding. It is ideal for fine grouting applications such as
between tightly packed hollow core slabs.
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SOLUTIONS FOR
REPAIRS & FINISHING
Repairs to concrete elements are a regular requirement on site, occurring for a variety of reasons. Fosroc has a wealth of
experience in repairs stretching back many years. We understand the causes of problems and know the best ways to apply
high quality and durable repairs that meet with the quality of the concrete.

FOSROC SOLUTIONS
Renderoc
Renderoc range of cementitious repair mortars come in a
variety of strengths and for varying application techniques.
One of the most commonly used for repairing precast is
Renderoc HS because of its excellent strength and workability.

Renderoc FC
A favourite of contractors, due to its versatility and excellent
workability, Renderoc FC is a fine grade finishing mortar.
It can be troweled to form very fine edges to smooth over
rough finishes, blowholes and surface imperfections, but has
excellent surface hardness.

Nitofill LV
Structural cracks can be sealed effectively using Nitofill LV
epoxy injection resin. The material has a very low viscosity
allowing it to penetrate into fine cracks, creating a structural
bond and reinstating the integrity of the concrete.

Nitomortar TC2000
A thixotropic epoxy paste, that can be used for repairs,
bonding and sealing cracks or repairing minor damage.
Nitomortar TC2000’s versatility makes it a perfect product to
have on site for emergency work.

SOLUTIONS FOR
FLEXIBLE SEALS & JOINTS
Many joints require a degree of flexibility to manage structural or thermal movement. Fosroc has a wide variety of sealants to
ensure excellent adhesion to concrete, high movement accommodation and great application properties.

FOSROC SOLUTIONS
Nitoseal MS100
Specially formulated for façade joints, Nitoseal MS100
has a high movement accommodation factor. Its unique
formulation makes it incredibly easy to use, even in cold
conditions, with no stringing and an excellent finish. Will
not stain concrete or stone facades and may be applied to
concrete without a primer.
Nitoseal MS60
A general purpose joint sealant with excellent UV resistance
and colour stability. It can be applied primerless to concrete
substrates.

Nitoseal MS600
For tough conditions, Nitoseal MS600 is a 1k sealant designed
for immersion in water tanks and has good resistance to a
variety of chemicals. WRAS approved material, for contact
with potable water.
Flamex S
Fire rated silicone sealant designed to provide flexible
movement of internal and external joints. It can obtain a four
hour fire rating and prevents the passage of smoke as well as
acting as an acoustic seal.

Nitoseal PU40
This single part polyurethane joint sealant with excellent
versatility for a variety of applications.
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SOLUTIONS FOR
WATERPROOFING & PROTECTION
Basement Waterproofing
Waterproofing subterranean precast structures can be
difficult, requiring experience and a keen eye for detailing.
Proofex Engage, Fosroc’s premier waterproofing system,
mechanically bonds to concrete meaning that it can be
applied in the precast factory, arriving on site already firmly
attached to the panels. A range of Proofex bitumen selfadhesive and Nitoproof liquid-applied membranes are also
available for post-application.
Above Ground Waterproofing
Roofs, balconies and podium decks can be made watertight
using Nitoproof liquid-applied membranes. Where rapid
return to service is required then a spray-applied fast curing
system such as Polyurea WH 200 is an excellent choice.
Wet Rooms
Internal waterproofing is critical for longevity and quality
finishing. Fosroc’s range of pre and post applied Proofex
membranes are complemented by sealants, waterbars and
tile adhesives which combine to create robust waterproof
areas.

Screeding & Flooring
Cemtop cementitious screeds are available for a wide range
of applications, and are ideal for floors constructed from
pre-cast beams or panels where the joints are pre-filled. The
range of product options depends on the thickness required.
Cemtop can provide benefits such as high strength, fast
return to service and excellent durability. Fosroc also supplies
a comprehensive range of Nitoflor traficguard and Nitodek
resin solutions for car parks, commercial and industrial
applications.
Specialist Coatings
Nitocote and Dekguard are industry leading protective
coatings, with a vast range of protective, decorative and
resistant finishes. These provide a professional touch to any
structure and play a vital part in its overall functionality and
durability.

SOLUTIONS FOR
CASTING

Fosroc supplies a full range of admixtures for use at the precast yard, site casting and readymix. As well as the superplasticisers,
VMA’s and Mould release oils below, Fosroc supplies accelerators, curing compounds waterproofing admixtures and many
more. Our concrete technicians will help you select the right solutions for your concrete needs.

FOSROC SOLUTIONS
Auracast & Structuro Series
Auracast series of admixtures has been specifically designed
for precast industry customers requiring very flowable
concrete with high early compressive strength, without
surface bleeding or segregation.
Auramix series and Structuro series have been expertly
designed based on the market requirement using PC
technology. Using these products best concrete can be
produced with very low water cement ratio and exhibiting
frictionless flow. It can be placed in most intricate framework
or congested reinforcement without vibration.
Conplast SP series of high end water reducers are uniquely
created for precast concrete with high early strength
development.
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Auramix V & SP
Fosroc offers bespoke solutions of viscosity modifying
admixtures, so customers are able select and adjust the
products according to their requirements.
Auramix V series is a viscosity modifying agent to ensure
consistency and stability in highly fluid concrete.
Auramix SP series has been formulated for high flow and
retention properties in ready mix concrete complementing
high performance concrete rheology modifying admixtures.
Auramol & Reebol
Mould release oils are critical to the efficiency of the
production process as well as being an essential component
to achieving a high quality surface finish. The Auramol and
Reebol brands are effective at achieving smooth and stain
free surfaces which can achieve finishes suitable for high
aesthetics or vacuum handling.
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GLOBAL CASE STUDIES

DAKOTA HOTEL, UK

TEMBURONG BRIDGE, BRUNEI

Fosroc supplied Conbextra GP in Silos to aid the speed
of construction and reduce the requirement for craning
materials. The rapid construction of this hotel was made
possible by Fosroc’s adaptable approach to supply. Rapid
setting times and excellent workability were also key.

Forming a vast 30km post-tensioned segmental bridge
across the Bay of Brunei, Fosroc were instrumental
in supplying the high quality admixtures to cast the
segments and then used Conbextra for grouting the
post-tensioning cables to CARES standards and for the
bridge bearings.

FOSROC SERVICES
Fosroc is committed to the construction industry and has dedicated over 80
years to the sector. As precast becomes a rising trend in the industry Fosroc
has adapted its business to meet the changing needs of its customers.
Dedicated CAD technicians look at specific technical details that are required
for individual projects. Technical and commercial teams are as at home on
site as they are in design offices. Fosroc is able to provide product training
and takes prides having great practical understanding of how construction
projects work.

PROVIDENT SUNWORTH, INDIA
26 towers, of 14 storeys each were seamlessly assembled
using precast techniques. Conbextra GP was selected for
its rapid strength gain in grouting horizontal and vertical
joints as well as anchoring dowel sleeves.

NEWLINE HOMES, IRELAND
The new housing development was erected and
made weather tight in rapid time thanks to the use of
Conbextra PM and Conbextra BM. The products ensured
a high quality finish that was very easy to install, saving
time and labour costs.

An experienced customer services team aligned with a global delivery
network will ensure that products arrive on site efficiently, ensuring projects
run smoothly. Fosroc can offer customers packaging solutions from small
20kg packs, to 1 ton bags and site silos, so that products can move around
busy sites exactly as required.
Adapting and developing products is at the heart of Fosroc’s business.
This means spending time with customers understanding their needs and
developing the required solutions. This has lead Fosroc to become the
supplier of choice to many contractors who chose the quality and consistency
of its products to support the quality and consistency of their projects.
LEVELLING SCREED
CEMTOP

FILL WITH
CONBEXTRA HF

PLUG
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ROYAL ASCOT, UK
Fosroc supplied a huge variety of grouting , sealing
and waterproofing products to one of the worlds most
prestigious racecourses. The of a combined sealant
solution on the grandstand terracing of Nitoseal MS300
and Flamex S allowed for high flexibility, trafficability as
well as being fire rated.

AL HASSA HOUSING, SAUDI
5,000 residential villas were constructed primarily using
precast. Fosroc supplied a range of grouts, anchors, and
repair products as well as waterproofing and sealants to
ensure that the houses were delivered on time and to a
high quality of finish.
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Fosroc offers a full range of construction chemical solutions, helping to protect structures
throughout the world. Please refer to our brochures, which include:

Details of your local Fosroc office can be found at
www.fosroc.com

Important Note

Fosroc products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture and are sold subject to
its standard terms and conditions of sale, copies of which may be obtained on request. Whilst Fosroc
endeavours to ensure that any advice, recommendation, specification or information it may give is
accurate and correct, it cannot, because it has no direct or continuous control over where or how its
products are applied, accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use of its products,
whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification, recommendation or information given by it.
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